Your Guide to the ULTIMATE SKIN CARE EXPERIENCE

60 Seconds to SUPERIOR SONIC CLEAN

New! SKINVIGORATE SONIC™ FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSH HEAD

Apply your favorite cleanser,* turn on your device, and select your desired speed. Cleanse with gentle massaging motions.

60 SECONDS, TWICE A DAY

FOREHEAD – 15 sec.
NOSE + CHIN – 15 sec.
CHEEKS – 15 sec.
each

Sonic-Powered Massage Meets AGE-DEFYING RESULTS.

New! SKINVIGORATE SONIC™ FACIAL MASSAGE HEAD

Use your favorite Mary Kay® serum* or Mary Kay Naturally™ Nourishing Oil to help the device glide across your face and neck in small, circular motions for younger-looking, more radiant skin.

TWO MINUTES, ONCE A DAY

NECK – 40 sec.
JAWLINE/CHIN – 20 sec.
CHEEKS – 25 sec. each
FOREHEAD – 10 sec.

Your device will shut off after 60 seconds. Restart by pressing the power button to complete your massage.

*The device was not designed to be paired with acne or sunscreen products.
Personalize Your Approach TO SKIN CARE.

Use the device with your favorite cleanser or serum to gently cleanse or massage. This maximizes your daily skin care regimen. Sonic smart technology offers multiple benefits to your skin in seconds for a consistently superior experience every time.

- More than 200 oscillations per second remove four times more dirt, oil, impurities, makeup and pollutants than hand-cleansing alone.
- Three speed settings + an automatic one-minute shutoff = a customizable, consistent clean every time.

New! **Skinvigator Sonic™** Skin Care System, $75

**SONIC-POWERED MASSAGE MEETS AGE-DEFYING RESULTS.**

- The facial massage head, sold separately, can deliver more than 24,000 sonic-powered micromassages to your face and neck in just two minutes.
- A spa-like experience relaxes facial tension and helps serums absorb better.
- With daily use, skin appears younger-looking and more radiant.

New! **Skinvigator Sonic™** Facial Massage Head, $25

**TRY THE SKINVIGORATE SONIC™ SKIN CARE SYSTEM WITH THESE EFFECTIVE MARY KAY® CLEANSERS.**

- **TimeWise Repair® Volu-Firm® Foaming Cleanser**, $28
- **TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D® 4-in-1 Cleanser**, $24
- **Botanical Effects® Cleansing Gel**, $18
- **MKMen® Daily Facial Wash**, $16
- **Mary Kay Naturally™ Purifying Cleanser**, $26

**BUY A FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSH HEAD FOR HIM, AND SHARE THE DEVICE!**

**USE THE SKINVIGORATE SONIC™ SKIN CARE SYSTEM + FACIAL MASSAGE HEAD WITH THESE POWERHOUSE MARY KAY® SERUMS.**

- **TimeWise Repair® Volu-Firm® Advanced Lifting Serum**, $70
- **TimeWise® Replenishing Serum+C®**, $56
- **TimeWise® Pore Minimizer**, $27
- **TimeWise® Tone-Correcting Serum**, $45
- **Mary Kay Naturally™ Nourishing Oil**, $48
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